Dynamic synchronization and chaos in an associative neural network with multiple active memories.
Associative memory dynamics in neural networks are generally based on attractors. Retrieval based on fixed-point attractors works if only one memory pattern is retrieved at the time, but cannot enable the simultaneous retrieval of more than one pattern. Stable phase-locking of periodic oscillations or limit cycle attractors leads to incorrect feature bindings if the simultaneously retrieved patterns share some of their features. We investigate retrieval dynamics of multiple active patterns in a network of chaotic model neurons. Several memory patterns are kept simultaneously active and separated from each other by a dynamic itinerant synchronization between neurons. Neurons representing shared features alternate their synchronization between patterns, thus multiplexing their binding relationships. Our model includes a mechanism for self-organized readout or decoding of memory pattern coherence in terms of short-term potentiation and short-term depression of synaptic weights.